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Abstract. For quantum lattice systems with finite range potentials and integrable
space clustering, we prove the linearity of the response theory when dealing with
fluctuation observables.

1. Introduction

In statistical mechanics an equilibrium state of a finite system is given by a Gibbs
state. In the thermodynamic limit, i.e. for infinite systems, the equilibrium states
are described by states satisfying the KMS-condition.

A problem is to understand the occurrence of equilibrium from a dynamical
point of view. This is tackled in different ways. One can study the problem by
considering the system as part of a larger one. This leads to open system
considerations, where topics like the master equation are widely studied (see e.g.
[1]). Some aspects of this theory have been made rigorous by several authors in
the last decade [2]. Another way to approach the problem is to consider small
dynamical perturbations of the system and to observe the effect on the system.
Technically one considers a straightforward Dyson expansion of the perturbed
dynamics in terms of the unperturbed one. It is often argued that when the
perturbation is small and when near to equilibrium, one can limit the study of the
response to the first order term in the expansion. This is the basis of the well known
"linear response theory" of Kubo [3,4]. Some aspects of this linear response theory
as developed in [3] and [5] have been proved rigorously in [6, 7]. However a lot
had to be done to get a complete theory of linear response. This theory consists
in a simplistic first order perturbational calculation for which there is not a general
theory for treating systematically the higher order terms. On the other hand the
linear response actually observed in macroscopic systems has a physical significant
range of validity.
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From a theoretical point of view the most severe criticism of the linear response
theory was expressed by Van Kampen [8]. He points out that the dynamics of a
system can be very sensitive even to small perturbations, such that a perturbational
calculation becomes impossible. He claims that microscopic linearity and macro-
scopic linearity are totally different things. He puts forward that the latter can
only be understood by a kinetic approach. Kubo et al. reply to this criticism [4].
They answer that working near to equilibrium might save the perturbational
approach. However this statement remained without proof. A second argument is
based on the stochastization entering through the thermodynamic limit. They claim
that this again is difficult to prove.

Our present work has to be considered as a contribution to the understanding
of the validity of the response theory being linear.

Already in [9] it is rigorously proved that the response is linear if one considers
the response of fluctuation observables. This result was a first step, but rather weak
in the sense that the proof holds only for small values of the time parameter. One
expects it to hold in particular for large times. In this paper we are able to sharpen
this result in different directions, using the theory of macrofluctuations for quantum
systems, derived on the basis of the central limit theory. The algebra of fluctuations
is a representation of the canonical commutation relations induced by a generalized
free state. We learned also that the natural conservative time evolution of the
system induces a nontrivial dynamics on the fluctuations [12].

Here we consider a dynamics perturbed by a fluctuation and prove the existence
of a perturbed dynamics for the algebra of fluctuations. We work out all this for
spin systems with finite range interactions in a state which has integrable space
clustering. In particular we prove that this macrodynamics is linear in the
perturbation. We prove that the linear response theory becomes exact for all values
of the time on the macroscopic level. We remark at this point that it is not necessary
to start with a system at equilibrium. The result is a mere consequence of coarse
graining due to the central limits. This result shows that microscopic and
macroscopic linearity are different phenomena which can appear simultaneously
but at different levels.

Moreover if the microsystem is in equilibrium, we construct the equilibrium
macrostate of the perturbed dynamics and recover the correct response and
relaxation functions in terms of the Duhamel two-point function. This rigorous
treatment should clarify the controversy about the linearity of the response theory
and reveal its origins.

2. The Model and Preliminaries

We develop the theory for systems which are defined on a v-dimensional lattice
Z v and which have a quasi-local structure [10]. Let ^(Zv) be the directed set of
finite subsets of Zv, where the direction is the inclusion. With each xeZv we
associate the algebra s/x9 a copy of a matrix algebra MN of N x N matrices. For
all Λe@(Zv), consider the tensor product <β?Λ= (X)^ . The family J / Λ ,
has the usual properties of locality and isotony: xeΛ

l^Λί,^Λ2] = 0 if Λ

Λ i ^ 2

 i f Λ
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Denote by stfL all local observables

Λ = U *Λ (2-1)

The norm closure Si of s£h is again a C*-algebra:

£ = •«£ = U **Λ (2.2)

and considered as the algebra of quasi-local observables of our system.
The group ΊLX of space-translations of the lattice acts as a group of *-auto-

morphisms on 0$ by:

τx:Aes/Λ->τx(A)es/Λ+x; *eZ v . (2.3)

The dynamics of our system is determined in the usual way by the local
Hamiltonians

HΛ= Σ Φ(n Ae9{V) (2.4)

with

φ(X)e<tfx for

τxφ(X) = φ(X +

and such that, there exists λ > 0:

IIΦIIA = Σ |X|iV2'^eAdWII φ(X)II < oo, (2.5)

where d(X) = sup |x — y|, is the diameter of the set X and \X\\s the number of
x,yeX

elements in X. From Sect. 3 on, we suppose that φ has a finite range, so that
condition (2.5) is trivially satisfied.

For Λs3){Ex\ the local dynamics at

Λ is given by

(2.6)

From (2.5) it follows that the global dynamics αt of $ exists as the following norm
limit:

at = lim α/\
A

and one has the following estimate [10, Theorem 6.2.11]:

1) Σ e~W°. (2.7)

where
|

yeΛo

By (2.4) one also has [α ί 5τx] = 0 for ίelR, xeZv.
Finally we consider the C*-system (Ĵ , αί? ω), where ω is a state of & which is

space and time translation invariant, i.e. ω°τx = ω for all xeZ v and ω°αf = ω for
ίeR.
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Furthermore we assume that the state has the following space-clustering
property: let

= sup sup {„ Λ I* w l l \ω(AB)-ω(A)ω(B)\;d^d(AΛ)
Λ,Λ AerfΛ l\\ΛW \\B\\

we suppose that

Σ α»(l*l)<oo. (2.8)
xeZv

Remark that this space-factorization or clustering condition is of the same type
as in [11], where the asymptotic orbits of non-interacting Fermi particles are
studied. They assume that the cluster function αω is a bit stronger than of the
logarithmic type, we assume the L^type in (2.8). We can derive the results of this
paper under the weaker condition, namely: there exists δ > 0 such that

lim JNoL%(N{ίl2v)-δ) = 0, (2.9)

JV-*oo v

where

f 1 ~

= ^P <^γ^τr\oy(ΛB)-ω(A)ω(B)\;d^d(AΛ),m2ix(\Λl\Λ\)^^

Λ,Λ I I I ^ 1 1 I I 5 I I
One readily checks that (2.8) implies (2.9). However for technical convenience we
stick to the condition (2.8).

Remark that the function ocω has the following immediate properties:

and monotonically decreasing

aLjd)ύ*Jd') for d'gd.

Denote by Λn the cube centered around the origin with edges of length 2n + 1.
For any element Ae<s/LtSa, the selfadjoint elements of sfL9 consider the local
f l i A f Afluctuation An of A:

λ Σ (τxA-ω(A)). (2.10)

In [12, Theorem 3.2] we prove that under the condition (2.8) the central limits
exist: A,Be<$/Lsa

\ (2.11)

«->°o I 2 2 J

where

sω(A9 B) = ReΣ(ω(AτxB) - ω(A)ω(B)) (2.12)
X

Σ (2.13)
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We introduce the algebra of normal fluctuations of the system (J*, ω). Consider
the symplectic space (sfLtSa9 σω) and the CCR — C*-algebra W(jtfLtSa, σω) generated
by the Weyl operators {W(A)\AestfUsa} satisfying the product rule

W(A)W(B) = W(A + β)exp -l-σω(A9B). (2.14)

Moreover, by [12, Theorem 3.3], the central limit theorem (2.11) fixes a represent-
ation of this CCR-algebra induced by a quasi-free state ώ of the CCR — C*-algebra
defined by the relation

ώ(W(Λ)) = lim ω(eaή = e~
ms^A\ (2.15)

n

Also, if y is a *-automorphism of $ leaving stfL invariant, commuting with the
space translations and leaving the state ω invariant then y given by

y(W(A))=W(γ(A)\ Ae^sa

defines a quasi-free *-automorphism of the CCR — C*-algebra W(s/L>sa, σω).

The quasi-free state ώ (2.15) has a GNS-representation (π,Jft,Ω) and a von
Neumann algebra

J = π(W(^LfSa9σω)yf. (2.16)

This algebra will be called the algebra of normal (macroscopic) fluctuations.
As the map λe$t-*π(W(λA)) is strongly continuous for all A, Stone's theorem

yields the existence of Boson fields b(A) such that

π(W(A)) = expib(A\ (2.17)

and the Bose commutation relations:

iσω(A,B). (2.18)

Remark that by (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18), one can identify the macroscopic
fluctuations in the state ω with the Boson fields:

central- lim An = b(A). (2.19)

Clearly the map

is not injective, e.g. b(τxA) = b(A) for all xeΈv and Aes/L>sa. This is a mathematical
description of the physical notion of coarse graining [12].

Consider now J / L equipped with the sesquilinear form

= £ ω(A*τxB) - ω(A*)ω(B). (2.20)
xeZ v

Dividing stfL by the kernel of this sesquilinear form and completing the quotient
one gets a complex Hubert space JΓ ω with scalar product (2.20). We denote by
Jf^e the real subspace of Jfω generated by stfLsa.
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Now we consider the extended CCR — C*-algebra W(JΓ*e, σω) and check on
the basis of [13] Proposition 5, [12] Proposition 3.5 that

J = π(W(Jfl\σω))", (2.21)

where Jί is given in (2.16). This settles the mathematical description of the
fluctuation algebra Jt of which we remind that it is generated by the bounded
continuous functions of the fluctuation fields {b(A)\AeJf^}.

The microscopic dynamics α, can now be transported to a dynamics αf of
Jί [12, Theorem 4.5].

First consider the time evolution on the space JΓω. One checks that the map
Ut:s/L->X'ω:UtA = cctA extends to a unitary operator for all ίeR. On the basis
of the conditions (2.5) and (2.8), αf defined on VK(jΓ^e, σω):

&tW(A)=W(UtA)9 Ae^l* (2.22)

extends to a weakly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms
oϊJ?.

Furthermore if ω is a (αί5 β) — KMS state of the micro-algebra of obser-
vables J1, then ώ (2.15) is a (αf, β) — KMS state of the macro-algebra of
observables Jl.

We recapitulate the results of [12], the transition from a micro-system to a
macro-system resulting from the central limit theorem:

MICRO-SYSTEM • MACRO-SYSTEM
central limit

{s/L9ω)
AEJLω

at

octA

ωis(α f,j8)KMS

implies
implies

implies
implies
implies

(Jί9ώ)
b(A% boson field
affiliated to Jί

&t

oίtb(A) = b(UtA)
ώis(αί9jS)KMS.

Finally we remark that due to the time invariance of the state: ω°oct = ω, the
dynamics αf is implemented in the GNS-representation by

oct(A) = eitHAe-itH; AeM, (2.23)

where H is called the Hamiltonian. Denote Ut = eitH. Also on the macro level:
ώ°α ί = ώ therefore

(2.25)

In the next section we aim at the study of the limit

lim αf"
n

as a bona fide dynamics of the fluctuation algebra Jί.

&t(W{A)) = eu" W(A)e-u". (2.24)

H is the Hamiltonian of the time evolution on the level of the fluctuations. Denote
also Ut = eitβ.

If Pe£/Lsa one denotes the time evolution perturbed by P as follows:
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3. Perturbations of the Dynamics

The linear response theory consists in perturbing the dynamics by adding a
perturbation to the Hamiltonian and in studying the effect of this perturbation on
the expectation values.

On the microscopic level (@,ω,oίt)9 the dynamics perturbed by a bounded
perturbation Pe& is given by the norm convergent Dyson sequence:

αf (Λ) = at(A) + ΣiΊdsi ί ds2''' ί dsn
i=l 0 0 0

•[αS n(P),...,[αS l(P),α t04)]...]. (3.1)

In this section we construct the correspondent perturbed dynamics on the
macro-system Jί. In particular we have to consider the limit

lim aξ'{λn), (3.2)
n-»oo

where Pn and An are the local fluctuations of P and A.
By (2.23) for each finite volume the dynamics αfn corresponds to the

Hamiltonian H + Pn. In this section we prove that the limit dynamics on the
fluctuations corresponds to the Hamiltonian

H + b(P),

where H is as in (2.24) and b(P) the macro-fluctuation of P which is linear in the
perturbation P, i.e. macroscopically the Hamiltonian is already linear in the
perturbation. Furthermore we prove that the Dyson expansion (3.1) of the dynamics
(3.2) vanishes after the linear term.

Our main tool to prove all this is the following Lemma which is a non-trivial
extension of Proposition 6.2.9 of [10].

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the potential φ has a finite range Λo (φ(X) = 0 if OeX and
X φΛ0). Take B,Ce&, then for each finite volume Λo:

WlC,[τx*tA,E]-]\\

Mil

* Σ {( Σ \\A\

where K is a finite constant.

Proof. Denote for Aesfλo,B,Ce@:
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Then

0) + } d s ^

and

As in the proof of [10:6.2.9], let e(iχ9 jx) be a set of matrix units of s/x9 then

where the coefficients C ψ e C satisfy

ICφ(ix, jx)\ S 21| φ(X) || M | | .

After substitution of this decomposition,

^2\\φ(X)\\\\A\\ Γ Γ

After working out the commutators with the product Y[ one gets

Σ j Σ
{iyJy} Ly,y'eXuΛ0

Using J] ^ iv | Z | + l^oi a n ( j taking the sup over all

ξBtC(x, t) ̂  ξBX(x, 0) + Σ 2II φ(X) || N2im+^
X

\t\

JΣ J
^ u Λ 0 0

yφy

Using [10] Proposition 6.2.9 in the form:

ξB(x,t)S Σ ξβiy^
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yields
IrI | ί |

Σ iξ<fc + y,s)ξBίχ + y,s)£ Σ Σ
y,y'eXυλ0 0 y,yeXυλ0 z,/eZv

y* yφy

As
\x-z\-\y\£\x-z

the first group of terms of (*) is bounded by

Σ 2\\φ(X)\\N2ilxι + ιλ°ι)

y ξc(z9O)ξB(zfyO)e^χ-χ^χ-^ l\l dse2skiΛo>λo\
t£> o

Recall that the interaction is of finite range Λo and that Λo is finite. This yields
that the sums Σ and Σ a r e finite, adding up to a constant M(Λ0,Λ0) such

that the first group of terms of (*) is bounded by

z,z'eZv

e2\t\K(Λ0,Λ0) _ γ

' 2K(Λ0,Λ0) '

About the second group of terms in (*), it is clear that there exists a constant
M'(Λ0,λ0) and a finite volume Γo such that one has the bound

Denoting

'(ΛoΛ) Σ
yeΓ0

z,z'

then

ξB<c{x, t) g ξB,c(x,0) + 9BJx)F(t) + M' Σ 'J1 rfSiB)C(x + Λ s ) .
yeΓ0 0

After iteration

oo M'n\t\n

ξB<c(x, ή^Σ Γ- Σ Z B A * + Vi + • • • + Λ,, 0)
π = 0 Wϊ yi. .yneΓo

| ί | 5 n - l

f f
||

Σ ^B,C(̂  + JΊ + - +Λ) f &x -. f d5
.yneΓo / \ 0 0
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Insert the bound
\t\ eκt\t\»

and use the Fourier representation technique of the proof of [10] Proposition 6.2.9
to finish the proof of this Lemma. •

Corollary 3.2. If Λ,B,CE^^ , then there exists a constant L(Λ0,Λ0) such that

Σ II l A M , [«.t,«, CΠ II ύ L(Λ0, Λ0)e2«'Msnκ.
x,yeZv

Proof. Use [10; 6.2.9] in the form

sup n^mi Σ sup
Mil ^

^ i Σ s u p ^

ΆO Mil y^Λ^λo Mil

for Be J 1 to obtain by replacing B by [αsτj,β, C]

Using Lemma 3.1 and after performing the summation ]Γ one gets the bound
χ,y

\2 IIΓT n ΓT i

-

proving the corollary. •

Now one is able to derive a bound for the fluctuations.

Corollary 3.3. IfΛ9B,Ce^λo and

Σ (τxΛ-ω(A)l Bn
xeΛn

then for all ί,selR:

Proof.

|| [αΛ, [«A, CJ] II ̂  — 3 ^ Σ II ί^xA, t«xhB,τ2C]] |
| / 1 M | x,y,zeΛn

where we used 3.2 in the last step.
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Using this bound on the commutators of fluctuations one can prove the
following central limit theorem yielding the existence and explicit form of the
perturbed dynamics on the macroscopic fluctuations.

Theorem 3.4 (central limit theorem). If the microsystem (^,ω,0Lt) satisfies the
following conditions:

(i) the dynamics at is of finite range,
(ii) the state ω is time- and space-translation invariant,

(iii) the state ω satisfies the cluster condition (2.8%

then, using the notations of Sect. 2, for all A,B,

lim ω(eiλnap

t

n(eώn)e-iλn) = ώ(W(A)af(W(B))W(- A)\
n

where {αf}, is a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of M, explicitly given by

where P' = \dsVsP.
o

Proof. If X* = X, Y* = Y then one has the bounds:

(a)

] | | , (b)

Iterating the Dyson integral formula:

Yn = i2 ί dsx j dS2αΓ»α_S2[αS2(PJ, [αS l(Pπ),0,(1.)]],

and for A* = ̂ 4:

| | α f ^ ) - ^ ^ | = | | e / α f " W - ^ | |

sx J

1

where Corollary 3.3 is used for the last inequality. This means that

lim\\<xfiea")-e'x"\\=O (d)

n

or, if the limits exist:

lim ap

t

n(eiAn) = lim eiX\
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For X = X*eβl, denote

τtX{Y) = eitXYe~itX.

Clearly one has

\ l ) (e)
tχ() \

o

= Y + it[_x, y] + i2 f dslds\,x(ix, [_x, y]]). (f)
0 0

Now we turn to the proof of the existence of the central limit. Denote

/ = lim ω(eιλ»ocΐ»(eiSήe-iλή.
n-+ao

Using Corollary 3.3 and respectively (d) and (b),

/-lim
n-+ao

= lim

where P'n = \dsoίsP„.
0

Because τtX(eiγ) = eiτtx(Y) and using (a), Corollary (3.3) and (f) for the first factor
and (e) for the second one, we obtain

/= lim ω^n^a^^/ίPWBn^
n->oo

= lim w{at{eiS")e-ia"'^e-^''B"\
«->00

In the last step we used again (b) and the corollary. Remains to prove this limit
oo. As an immediate consequence of [10] Proposition 6.2.9

xeZv

yielding

Because of the clusterproperty (2.8), the state ω is ergodic implying that for all
Ce J*, the following weak operator limit in the GNS-representation induced by ω,
yields:

weak-lim CΛ = ω(C),
A

where CΛ = -— £ τxC, and straightforwardly
\Λ\χeΛ

limω(Xec*) = eωiC)ω(X) for all I e J .

A

In particular this argument gives

/ = ώ(W(B))exp { - iσ ω (A, octB) - ίσω(P\ B)}.
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A simple CCR-computation and (5), (7) yield the formulae

limω(eiλ»<xΐ»(W(B))e-iλή = ώ(W(A)oίf(W(B))W(- A)\
n

where

Clearly {αf }t is a one-parameter family of *-automorphisms of Jk. Finally we
check the group property:

But

W(P'ψtι W(P'2) = WiP'wC2 TdsUsP )
V «1 /

Hence

proving the theorem. •

We study somewhat more in detail the properties of the perturbed macro-
dynamics αf obtained in the preceding theorem.

Under the same condition of Theorem 3.4 we prove

Theorem 3.5. For all ίeR, αf is implemented by the unitary operators

i.e.αf( )=ί/f t7p_ί

Proof. From 3.4 and (2.24) one gets

αf( )=f7f t/p-(,

where

Of = exp j - ^ ί σω(P, P°)ds }

We prove that {C/f }(eR is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitaries
on St. First the group property: using the CCR-calculus,

\ j P , Π + σω(P\atP')\.

Furthermore
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and σω(P,,θi,P't) = μS(σω(P,P'+s)- σω(P,P% yielding

( t r'\ t + f

J + ί )dsσo(P,Ps) + σω(P',oc,P') = | dsσω(P,Ps).
0 0/ 0

Hence
TJPTJP - fjp ,

As ώ is a quasi-free state, the strong continuity of

is immediate.

Finally, using (2.17) one gets

Jit'
b(P).

r = 0

From above we have that

where

Remark that

and satisfies the cocycle relation:

Γf+^Γfα^Γf); 5,ίeR.

This finishes the proof of the existence of the perturbed dynamics on the macro-
scopic algebra of fluctuations and its mathematical properties. •

In physics [3-8] one considers the evolution of an expectation value under the
perturbed evolution, i.e. in our notation one considers the expression

for A,Pes/Lsa as a function of ί. This function is called the response function.
Using formula (3.1) this function is a nonlinear function of P. Linear response
theory consists in approximating the series (3.1) by limiting it to the linear term
in the perturbation observable P.

The mathematics above learns now the following. If one considers a fluctuation

instead of a local perturbation Ptstfhsa and if one computes the time evolution of
a fluctuation An instead of a local observable AGJ/LtSa i.e. instead we consider the
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response function

then one has:

lim ω(αf"(Λ)) = -]dsσω(P,USA)
n-κx> 5

These formulae are a simple consequence of Theorem 3.4.
One reads off from these formulae that in our case the total response equals the
linear response or in other words we proved that the linear response theory becomes
exact for all values of the time parameter.

Remark that this result holds for all stationary states. The state ω need not be
an equilibrium state. Of course in the latter case one has more structure, and this
will be the subject of the next section.

4. Linear Response for Equilibrium States

In [12] we proved the following property. If the microsystem is in an equilibrium
state, i.e. the state ω is an^(αr, β) - KMS state of Jf, then also the macrostate ώ of
the fluctuation algebra Jfi is in an equilibrium^ state at the same temperature, i.e.
the state ώ is an (αf,/?)-KMS state of Jί. In other words the notion of
equilibrium is preserved under the operation of coarse graining determined by the
central limit.

Therefore in this section we assume that ω is an (αί? β) - KMS state of 38.

Above we constructed a new dynamics αf on Jί the so-called perturbed
dynamics, which on the basis of Sect. 3, can be called the linear response
dynamics.

Here we construct the (αf,/?)-KMS state or the equilibrium state for the
perturbed dynamics. This will enable us to describe the explicit connection between
perturbing the dynamics and perturbing the equilibrium state.

First we show that the perturbed equilibrium state on M is given by

ώp: W(A)GJ -> ώp{W(Λ)) = ώ(W(A))e-immΛ)U, (4.1)

where the W(A) are the Weyl operators generating the algebra Jί,ώ the
(αt, β) - KMS state on JH^ and (v) ~ the Duhamel two-point function. Remark that
the latter one is well defined on Jί (see [6]), but that in order to give (4.1) a precise
mathematical meaning, we have to extend it to the unbounded field operators b(Λ).
It turns out that this extension holds on the basis of ώ being a (αί5 β) - KMS state
and the Tomita - Takesaki theory [10].

Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a cyclic and separating vector Ω and
Jί' the commutant of Jί. Let F and S be the closed extensions of the maps

F0:AΉ-+Af*Ω, A'eJί'

S0:AΩ-+A*Ω, AsJί
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and

F* = S = JΔ1/2 their polar decomposition.

Δ is the modular operator of the pair (Jf, Ω) and J the modular conjugation.
Let the operator B = B* be affiliated to Jί i.e. J('Q){B) g 3)(B) and 5Λ' 2 A'B

for all yi'eΛT', and let Ωe@{B\ then BΩe®(Δί/2) = @(S). Indeed, for any

(BΩ, FAΏ) = (BΩ, A'*Ω) = (A'BΩ, Ω)

= (BAΏ, Ω) = (AΏ, BΩ) = {BΩ, AΏ)

= (F*BΩ, AΏ) = (SBΩ, AΏ).

As ώ is (αf, )8) - KMS, the pair (Jl.Ω) satisfies the Tomita-Takesaki theory with
modular operator Δ = exp — βίϊ.

For any V4GJΓ*e, the field operator b(A) is unbounded, but affiliated to M as it
is the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter group of unitaries {PF(/L4)|/le]R}
in Jί,

Moreover b{Af = b(A).
From the analyticity of the map

λ - ώ(W(λA)) = (Ωs, eiλbiΛ)Ωs)

ί 2

it follows that Ώe@(b(A)). Hence from the argument above we have

b(A)Ωe@(Δ1/2).

As @{Δtl2) g @(Δ1/2) for all £e[0,1], the Duhamel two-point function can be
extended to the field operators by the following formula:

= I f dt(Ά«2b(A1)!i9

for all AuA2eJfle and also {b(Ax\ b{A2)
Now we are in a position to prove:

Theorem 4.1. // ί/ze conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied and if ω is an
(αf, j?) - KMS state, then the state ώp on Jί defined by

ώp(W(A)) = ώ(W(A))e-mmMA))~9

is an (αί? β) - KMS sίαίβ.

Proof. We have to prove that for all X, ΎeJt, there exists a complex function
Fx,γ which is analytic on_ the strip Dβ = {ze<E\O <lmz<β}, bounded and
continuous on the closure Dβ and such that

for all ίelR.
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Using a standard density argument (see [10] Proof of Proposition 5.3.7) it is
sufficient to prove the above statement for a dense subset of M generated by the
Weyl operators W(A% AeJΓ**α, where X«?a *s the subspace of JΓ*e generated by
the elements

Jf ω?α

 a r e the analytic vectors for the evolution (Ut)t (see [12]).
For any AuA2eJf**a consider the function

then

FAUΛM = mW(Ai)atW{A2)^^ ~iβ(HP), HA,) + oίtb{A2))^ + iσω(UtA2,n

Remark that

σω(UtA2,P') = σω(A'2,P),
t

where again A1 = J dsUtA.
o

As A1,A2eJf^o

e

fa the function in the exponential extends analytically to the strip Dβ

As ώ is (αί? β) - KMS also the function

t-+ω(W(A1)StW(A2))

shares this property and in fact this is the full KMS-condition.
Therefore it remains to prove that

or equivalently

-iβ{b{P)Aβb{A2))^ + iσω(A2=iβ,P) = -i

Remark that

iσJίA* P) = I dsώ&dίsb(A2l

Using again the KMS-property of ώ one gets

-iβ{b{P)AβHA2))^+iσω{At2=iβ,P)= -i]dsώ{b{P)dLis+iβb{A2))

+ i\dsώ{[_zisb{A2\b{P)Λ)

= -i\dsώ{b{P)aisb{A2))

= -ίβ(b(Plb(A2)h,

proving the theorem. •
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On the basis of Theorem 3.5 one would guess that the perturbed equilibrium
state given by formula (4.1) should be obtained from a limit theorem for the density
matrices

In other words the perturbed equilibrium state is the central limit of the state
perturbed by a local fluctuation. Actually this should also be proved, and the
KMS-property, stable against the central limit as provided in [12], should also be
stable under small but macroscopic perturbations of the type of fluctuations. In
fact this is already proved for product states, say for mean field systems [14;
Theorem 4.1] and there is no reason why it is not generally valid.

Clearly the above theorem settles the stationary states under the perturbed
evolutions. The unperturbed state is not stationary for the perturbed time evolution.
In physics (see e.g. [4]) one is interested in the time evolution of the fluctuations
under the perturbed dynamics, one considers the following expectation value; the
well-known response function:

as a function of the time t. For that we have the following result.

Theorem 4.2. Under the same conditions as for Theorem 4.1 we have:

— ώ(oίPb(A)) = -ώ-p(oίtb(Λ))

for all

Proof By Theorem 3.4 and by ώ°αf = ώ:

ώ(αf W(A)) = ώ(W(A))e-iσω(pt>atA).

But

iσω{P\ M ) = ώ( lb(P\ I dsδίsb(Am

Using

ώ(6ίPb

On the other hand by Theorem 4.1, one gets immediately

= ώ(W(A))emn*<b{A))~,

we get

j t ώ(6ίPb(A)) = - iώ( [α f &μ),
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and hence

For the last step, we used the relation [6, Theorem 2.5] easily extended to the field
operators, because ώ is quasi-free. •

The first equality in the theorem expresses the duality between the perturbations
of the equilibrium state and the perturbations of the equilibrium dynamics on the
level of macroscopic fluctuations. The other equalities express the linearity of the
full response function in the perturbation and its relation with the Duhamel
two-point function. As in [14] one can also compute the relative entropy in terms
of this function. The explicit formula is given by:

The rigorous proof of this formula however is somewhat more delicate than in
[14] because the operator b(P) is unbounded. We do not enter into the details here.

Finally, we remark that it follows from our rigorous analysis that the response
at a reversible micro-system can be purely linear at the macroscopic level.
Furthermore, the response theory is fully described in terms of a reversible
dynamics, also on the macroscopic level, contrary to what is suggested in the
physics literature (see [14]).
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